
Food Forum, April 7, 2021 14 residents in room and 13 residents via Zoom, and also Andy 

Trepanier (AT), Elizabeth Nessle (EN), Chef Mike Wasylko, Steven Hun, Ben Adamson 

Andy Trepanier started off discussing the changes and addressing common questions/themes so far this 

week: 

Prior to this week, had two menus for past year, a lot had to do with offerings during the pandemic, with 

residents having limited access to shopping etc. Now today, as we reopen Dining operations, we 

streamlined and merged the menus to have 1 dinner menu; there are items served in the dining room, 

and most (but not all) of those items that were added to delivery menu as items that travel and reheat 

well. We modified some selections to include more regularly (ie: filet/tenderloin steak), instead of adding 

as a special off and on as done over the past year. 

Common themes heard this week— 

- Residents feel they are being punished. AT: This was not intention, apologies if it came across 

that way. Goal to provide high quality food overall, good service in dining room, and options that 

work for delivery as well.  You should start to see more variety in options, which has been a 

request over time – ie: special, catch of day, etc. 

- There are Residents with health issues that need delivery AT: of course, and we will work with 

residents that need that service who can’t make it for whatever reason. We know the list of who 

these residents are, and the Dining team does a good job to make sure they are receiving meals. 

- Concern of lack of beverages now (ie: V8 juice) AT: beverages are still offered in dining room, 

including V8 juice, they just are not delivered and not available to be taken to-go. Beverages are 

considered an item that would be personal stocked by resident in their home, the Club Room has 

various beverages. Beverages (including V8) are sold in the Lilac Shoppe for convenience.   

What you are seeing is the starting point—we know if will need to be modified and assessed, starting with 

some of the comments heard this week. We understand your comments, and we want to meet Resident’s 

needs. To start,  

- We are adding sandwich special of the day to delivery menu, in addition to the Friday fish fry 

(baked or fried). 

- We corrected the font on the dining room menu so easier to read 

- Reminder, there are still items you can order to-go if you come into the dining room—soup, mixed 

green salad, fruit salad, applesauce, cookies, to name a few.  

 

I feel it is discriminatory to offer less options on delivery menu. You are raising our rent, yet cutting back 

on additional items. Is this a financial implication? AT: the dining room changes have nothing to do with 

finances—it has to do with a standard, streamlined menu, and creating the ability to operating the dining 

room as a restaurant in an efficient and high quality manner. In the past there were too many options 

which greatly affects the operations. We want to offer higher quality food—EX: added filet/beef 

tenderloins—more regularly, rather than rotate as a special. There is a lot of room for error when there 



are too many options, especially in delivery area--- order error was a common comment we were hearing 

over the past year—what we were doing was not sustainable model.  

You just want more people in the dining room— AT: yes we do encourage dining-in, it is a good social 

experience. We need to add controls to the amount of food being consumed and leaving the dining room. 

For example, recently I saw a resident with 5 beverages, some to drink during dinner, and others to take 

home afterwards.   

I (and probably many) don’t want to come to dining room as a single person; couples have advantage. I 

have concerns with being told how many nights a week I can dine in versus have delivery at home—it 

seems like a threat.  AT: we view this as a community experience and we strive to offer the best 

community experience, through pairing residents up, the community table, etc. Again, this is not meant 

to be a punishment. 

Seems you are looking to get back to normalcy, it would be nice to have guests again, Bistro to open—

several things to encourage us to go to dining too: if we could bring a fully vaccinated guest to the dining 

room. AT: part of current modifications plan is to reduce deliveries, open up Community Center, open 

up the Bistro again, and open up Happy Hour to a new degree—we are one step closer to normalcy again.  

We would have to discuss as Director’s group with Lloyd on allowing guests again, considering the Dept 

of Health guidelines too. There is a fine line with opening to guests too early if other Residents are not 

comfortable with guests in their dining room yet, and may discourage them from coming to the dining 

room. 

Can you make a reservation for 1? AT: yes you can. Depending on what you wish, we can set you at a 

table for 1, or pair you up with another party.  

I see the new Dining Room Specials menu, but do you still have the additional regular options, for ex: 

chicken or salmon available every day? AT: yes we do, the Dining room in-person menu still includes 

salmon and chicken, beef tenderloin, highland salad, as daily standards—burger, reuben, turkey club also 

standards. We can easily post this dining room menu also on the portal. (Andy shared his screen and 

walked through the various menu formats and how they tie together, dining room specials menu, delivery 

menu printed on back to reference).  

I see mussels as special tomorrow—how served? AT: in a traditional white wine sauce with pasta or a 

baguette, just as a larger portion turned into an entrée, compared to the typical starter size. 

Is the roasted chicken dark meat available? AT: the current chicken offering is a breast, but will have 

some dark meat specials off and on. Menu decisions are based on data on who is ordering what-- we will 

add and mix up the variety, for example next time we could change the breast to light/dark meat option 

again.  

 



Can you order egg salad or chicken salad sandwich in dining room? AT: no, they are on the lunch menu. 

We are focusing on dinner menu first, and will look at lunch next. But those items, or trio salad, could 

sometimes be rotated as a dining room special on the dinner menu.  

One thing sore point is we all pay the same, but you can’t get the same options in your apartment versus 

dining room (catch of day, steak, etc.) AT: with the daily chef special rotating so much, will rotate in catch 

or steak as special. Not all steak dishes travel as well, we are striving to offer higher quality.  

Overall maybe just slow down, give us time to get used to everything. Too many changes at once. AT: we 

can understand that. We worked with Dining Committee and Resident Council for support on the plan 

rollout also, and the timing of the approach. Again, we are always open to assessment over time, we 

understand change can be hard but we are flexible.  

How do you budget meal cost, there must be a large difference between a delivered meal versus an in-

person meal; seems we are paying more for others now. EN: Again to reiterate, none of these changes 

have to do with financial implications, and there are no budget cuts in food. A dine-in meal constitutes 

food cost, chefs cost, server cost, dishwasher cost, etc. A delivery meal constitutes food cost, chefs cost, 

server cost to bag and deliver, paper and plastic good cost, etc. These changes have to do with quality of 

food and quality of service. We were hearing complaints of order inaccuracy, delivered meals not meeting 

quality expectations; the new menus and process addresses these concerns and allows us to run the 

operations at a higher efficient standard. 

 

Andy discussed trends of in-person versus delivery meals, since April 5th, and we are trending downward 

to meet the goals--- we served 106 on Easter Sunday, with about 35 deliveries. Deliveries have ranged 35-

40 this week so far, and in-person dining around 85 or so.  

If experiencing issues with portal reservations, call 641-6330 to get help 

Andy offered any resident to give him a call if would like to ask questions privately. Will continue 

modifications based on feedback we hear, this was a starting point.  

 

 

 

 


